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ABSTRACT: The problem of representing large sets of complex state sequences (CSSs)~i.e. sequences in 
which states can recur multiple times·--has thus far resisted solution. This pa,per describes a novel neural network 
model, TEMECOR, which has very large ca.pacity for storing CSSs. Furthermore, in contrast to the various ba.ck-
propagation-ba.<;ed attempts at solving the CSS problem, TEMECOR requires only a single presentation of each 
sequence. TEMECOR's power derives from a) its use of a combinatorial, distributed representation scheme, and b) 
its method of choosing internal representations of states <tt random. Simulation results are presented which show 
that the number of spatia-temporal binary feature patterns which ca.n be stored to some criterion accuracy (e.g. 
97%) increases faster-than-linearly in the size of the network. This is true for both uncorrelated and correlated 
p<tttern sets, although the rate is slightly slower for correl<tied p<titerns. 
1 Introduction 
This paper describes an associative, spatia-temporal pattern rnernory model, TEMI~COR1 , that can store 
a very large set (e.g. thousands) of complex state sequences defined over a relatively small number (e.g. 
tens) of states. Guyon, Personnaz, and Dreyfus (1 988) define a complo: state sequence (CSS) as a sequence 
in whieh states can recur rnultiple titnes; e.g. [A B B C A D 13]. Furtherrnore, the model can do this given 
only a single presentation of each sequence. On the basis of these two properties, capacity and number of 
trials needed per sequmH·,e, TKMl~COR far exceeds various other neural models which have been applied 
to the problem of representing sets of CSSs···-speeifk<clly, the Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) of Elman 
(1990), the recurrent model of Jordan (1986) which we will mll the Jordan Recurrent Network (JRN), 
imd the Real- Time Recurrent Learning (HTRL) model of Williams and Zipser (1989). These other models 
have been demonstrated on rather small instances of this problern, however they do not scale well to larger 
problem sizes. As Cleerema.ns (199:3, p.66) explains, " ... the relation between the size of the problem and 
the nmnber of epochs to reach a learning criterion was exponential for all network sizes." 2 
In contrast, this report contains results of much larger simulations. More importantly, the easily 
discernible trend in these results is that the number of sequences that can be stored, to some criterion 
accuracy, increases faster than the number of cells in the model. 
In order to successfully represent the example CSS <cbove, [A B B C A D B], a model must find 
different (iLl though possibly overlapped) internal representations (Ifts) for each instance of each state. For 
example, theIR for the first occunence of st<cte B, IR(Br), must be different from IH.(B2) and from IR(Bs); 
otherwise, during recall, the model will not be able to reliably transition to the correct states following 
the various instances of state B. 
1TEMECOR stands for Ternp01'fd Episodic MErnory 'Using COmbinato1'ial Rep1'tseni(£iions. A Preliminary description of 
the basic design and operat..ional principles of TEMECOR can be found in Rinkus (1993), although t..he model has another 
name in that paper. 
2 Cleeremans' remarks concern the SRN specifically, however t..he underlying cause of the problem he identifies is the use 
of back-propagation which is common to the JHN and the H ..TRL models as welL 
Far more complex than this, however, is the problem of representing whole sets of CSSs in a distributed 
associative memory. For example, consider the set of CSSs: 
Seq. 1: [A B B CAD 13] 
Seq. 2: [B C 13 13 D A A] 
Seq. 3: [A C A B 13 E] 
Not only must the model find different IR-,; for all instances of a given state within each individual sequence, 
it must find different IRs for all instances of the state across all sequences in the set. 
This general problem of representing large sets of CSSs is at the heart of speech and more generally, 
language. For example, the spoken lexicon of English can be adequately represented as a set of CSSs over 
a set (alphabet) of about 50 phonemes. Assuming a) a typical human speech lexicon contains perhaps 
50,000 word forms, b) the average number of st.ates (i.e. phonemes) per word is five, and c) there are 50 
phonemes, then the average number of instances of a phoneme, across the whole lexicon, is 5000. Thus, 
any viable associative model of such a corpus must, at a minirnum, allow for on the order of thousands of 
IRs for each phoneme (i.e. state). 
Fig. I depicts the basic format ofTEMECOR's internal representations of states. The cell groups (a-e) 
correspond to features. Any cell in the group can be used, in a particular instance, to represent the feature. 
A state, X, is defined as a set of co-active features. An internal representation of X, IR(X), is a choice of 
a particular combination of cells········onc cell in each group corresponding t.o one of X 's features. Thus, fig. 1 
depicts one pa.rtieula.r IR for the state consisting of features, { a.,b,c}. The total number of unique IR.s for 
the state is (4 x 4 x 4 = 43 = 64). It is the exponentially large number of possible IRs for any particular 
state that gives TEMECOR its great. capac:it.y for storing CSSs. 
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Figure 1: Depiction of the basic representation format used in TEMECOR. The pattern (i.e. state) has 
three features! {a,b,c}, and assuming one cell is chosen to Tepresent. the corresponding feature in each 
gToup, there are 43 = 64·--i. e. an exponentially lnrge number oi·-·ttnique representations of that state. 
Merely having a very large space of possible IRs for any state is not., in itself, enough. A rnodel must. 
also actually 1tsc them during its natural operation. The SRN, JH.N and RTH..L all use eontinuous-valued 
cells. In principle, therefore, they a.Jl allow a.n infinite number of IH.s for any st.ate.3 The problem wit.h 
these models, however, is that they usc a. supervised learning procedure, in particular, back-propagation 
(H..umelhart, Hinton, and Williarns, 1986), which ads t.o increase t.he similarity of [or, "homogenize)); 
Cleerenmns (199:3)] the chosen IRs. 
For example, suppose the JRN is presented with the CSS, [A 13 C D C E C]. The operation of the 
JRN is defined so t.ha.t on each timeslice, the target. pattern is the next state of the sequence. Thus the 
same target, C, occurs repeatedly. This imparts a "foree)' which pushes the internal representations of the 
various predecessor states of C (B, D and 1~) doser a.nd doser together, in terrns of Euclidean distance in 
Ilt·spac.e, with each additional training t.ria.l. This compression of the usable regions of IR-spar,e is due t.o 
back-propagation and therefore oceurs in the SRN and the HTRL as well. T'his eJfect is clearly revealed 
by hierarchical cluster analysis of the final set of IRs in any simulation (Smith and Zipser (1989); Elrnan 
(1990); Cleeremans (1993). Thus, the learning algorithm itself, tends to obliterate exactly the ternporal 
context (state history) information needed to correet.ly encode the sequence. Furthermore, as Cleeremans 
points out, this efi'ed·. is only rnade worse by further learning. 
TE~Ml~COR does not use a supervised learning sc.herne. Rather, IRs are chosen at random. That 
is, specifi.c cells, within each act.ive featura.l group (see fig. 1), are chosen at random, not in a. manner 
dependent on the specific set. of cells that were active on the previous timeslice (i.e. previous IR). This 
guarantees t;hat. the IRs t.he model chooses are uniformly distributed in the space of IRs. 'I'hus, in contrast. 
to the other models, TEMECOH. not; only has a large space of IRs, it definitely uses them. 
3 0f course the actual munber of IH.s is not infinHe due t.o the limited resolution of any physical system. However, even 
assuming t.he cells have only four resolvable levels of a.ct.ivit.y, a hidden laye1· of 15 cells has 415 > 1 billion states (Clceremans, 
1993) 
2 Description of TEMECOR 
TEMECOR has two layers as shown in fig. 2. Layer I (Ll) contains M binary feature detectors. Layer 2 
(L2) contains M winner-take-all competitive modules (CMs) which are in one-to-one correspondence with 
the Ll cells. Each CM has J( cells. Whenever a particular Ll cell fires (indicating the presence, in the 
input, of the corresponding featureL exactly one of the L2 cells in the corresponding CM is chosen winner 
and becomes active. Both the Ll and L2 representations are distributed, but the L2 representation is 
much sparser than that of Ll. Each L2 cell has an excitatory modifiable {0,1}-valued synapse onto every 
other L2 cell (except for those in its own CM). It is this set of horizontal connections in which the chains 
encoding the temporal aspect of the inputs are embedded. A simple Hebbian learning rule is used. Every 
L2 cell active at timeslice t increases its weight onto all L2 cells active at t+ 1 unless the weight has already 
been increased.4 l~ach L2 cell has an unmodifiable synapse onto its corresponding Ll cell. The purpose of 
these top-down (TD) or reverse connections is to allow the appropriate 11 pattern to be reinstated when 
an L2 pattern reads out during recall. 
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Figure 2: TE'A1ECOR has two layers. Some of the horizontal connections emanating from one L2 cell are 
depicted with dashed lines ending in either large (weight= 1} or Bmall (weight= 0} black synapses. Only 
a few sample reverse (i.e. top-down) projections are shown. See text for more explanation. 
'l'EMI0COR requires that environrncntal staLes have rnult.iple features, although it. does not require 
that a.ll states have the same number of active features. However, for sirnplicity of exposition, we assume 
in this paper that all states, in a given sirnulation, have t.he same number S' of active features, where 
8 < M. The terms ((episode/' ((spatio-ternporal binary feature pattern" and ((st.at.e sequence" are generally 
interchangeable in this paper. A typical episode, <J>i, consisting of three t.irneslices can be expressed as: 
.r"hi ' 
"'J. 
<I>~: 
.-T,i . 
"'3. 
{a, b, c.} 
{cl, e, f) 
{g, h, i} 
or, 
A: {a, b, c} 
X: {cl, e, f) 
B: {g, h, i} 
where eac.h <P} denotes a particular timeslice. Lowercase letters denote feat,ures. As shown in the right-
hand representation) unindexecl uppercase letters are sometimes used to represent states; this facilitates 
representing that a particular state occurs in more than one episode and/or more than onc,e in the same 
episode. 
F'ig. 3a shows a particular L2 representation 5 (L2-code) for <J>i: L2 cells are assumed to be chosen 
at r·andom (in the learning phase) within active CMs (i.e. C:Ms corresponding to ac.t.ive LJ cells). This 
ensures (statistically) that TEMEC:OR not only c.hooscs different L2 codes (IRs), but that it chooses highly 
4Thus) it is really more appropriat.e to think of spatia-temporal swal-hs of activation being embedded in the horizontal 
connections of L2 rat.her than chai11s. 
!)Essentially, the L2 codes correspond to the IHs discussed in the introduction. 
separated, in the sense of Hamming distance, 12 codes. 12 codes are denoted with the Greek letter, fl.. 
The L2 code, ~_i, corresponding to <J>i can be written as: 
fl.\: {rLJ,b2,ct} 
fl.t: {dz, c2.fs} 
fl.~: {g4,h1,is} 
where the notation, a1, indicates cell 1 in CMa. 
Fig. 3a also shows the leaming that would occur due to presentation of <J>i. A synapse, Wxy is increased 
to asymptote (i.e. 1) after a single correlation in which cell y is active imrncdiately after cell x. Cell 
activation levels are {0,1}-valued. 
TEMECOR does not require that. the set of spatial patterns (timeslices) be orthogonal. Rather, as the 
challenge we've taken up is to represent sets of CSSs, whole states can recur exactly without presenting a 
problem to the model. To see this, suppose a second episode, <I>j, defined as: 
<!>{:{a, b, k} C: {a, b, k} 
<!>~: { d, e, f} or, X: { d, c, f} 
<!>~: {g, h, n} D: {g, h, n} 
is presented to the model. Fig. 3b shows one possible L2 code (and the corresponding learning) that could 
be chosen for <I>i. Again, the L2 winners are chosen at random within active CMs. Both episodes have 
the exact same middle state ( i.e. <!>\ = <!>~) as well as a great deal of feat ural overlap on the other two 
timesliccs. Nevertheless, the internal representation (L2-codc) of that middle state is very different in the 
two instances. In fact, ~~t n ~~I = 1. This suggests that we can prevent the two spatia-temporal memory 
traces from interfering with each other during recall by requiring that a cell have at least 8 active, large 
(i.e. a weight. of I) synapses in order to fire. The parameter, 0), is called the recall threshold. In addition 
to having at least e active synapses in order to become adive during recall, an L2 cell must also have the 
highest total horizontal synaptic input in its CM. The reason for this second requirement will be made 
apparent shortly. 
Figure 3: Active cells are shaded. The three rows correspond to three consecutive time steps. a) shows a 
particular L2 code1 ~i 1 that might be chosen at random. for <I>i 1 as well as the corresponding learning; white 
(i.e. open) synapses are ones that have been increased in a prior instance. b) shows an L2 code1 ~i 1 for 
rpi. despite a great deal of o1!erlap at the LJ level, the two L2 codes, fl.' and fl.i, overlap at only two cells; 
b2 1 on the first timcslice and d2 1 on the second times/ice. 
Fig. 4 shows that <1>' is remlled perfectly if 8 2: 8 2: 2. Cell b2 sends output to es and f1, however 
those cells do not fire because other cells in their corresponding CMs--speciflca.lly, Lhe correct ones 1 e2 and 
f3-receive more horizontal input and therefore prevent them from becomming active. Similarly, g2 and h2 
remain inactive at t = 3 because other cells in their respective CMs have more input. However 1 111 is the 
only cell in its CM to receive input at t:::::.: 3. Therefore it would become active were it not for 0 being set 
to at least 2. This exarnple illustrates why the two distinc.t mechanisms, winner-take-all dynamics and a 
recall threshold, are necessary in order to prevent cells from becomming active inappropriately. The reader 
rnay check that <!>; is also recalled correctly if 8 ::: 8 ::: 2. This small example shows that TEMECOR can 
store a set of two sequences that have a common state ([A X B] and [C X D]). Although neither sequence, 
by itself, is complex, the set as a whole, is complex. 
~Y~ rJk(.i), 
(3) J (4) Q). 0J 
0 (.2) 
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Figure 4: Recall of<!>' in the case of2::; e::; 3. !JG = 1, then nr 1U01t/d become active at t = 3. IJG > 3, 
then no recall at all is possible. 
The recall example of fig. 4 assumes that a precise L2 codc-.6.\ = { a1, b2, cl)-~·is provided as a recall 
prompt. In reality, prompts are necessarily L1 codes; afLerall, Ll is the input layer-i.e. the modePs 
interface to the world. Using L2-codes rather than l..l-codes as recall prompts is justifiable here because it 
has very minor bearing on t.he basic capacity and representational properties of the model, which are the 
focus of this paper. However, a rnore complete version of t.he model, which provides a mechanism whereby 
episode-initial L1 patterns cause the correct episode-initial L2 codes to become active, is developed in 
Rinkus (1995, Ph.D. thesis, in prep.). 
3 Simulation Results 
Table 1 gives the maximal capacity (as well as other statistics) for networks of increasing sizc 1 in the case 
of uncorrelated patterns. Table 2 provides similar information for correlated patterns. 
The parameters that are constant for all simulations reported in this paper are: ll1 (the number of 
L1 cells) = 100 and R, (the criterion recall accuracy) = 97.0%. Furthermore, all simulations reported in 
tables 1 and 2 used episodes having T = 10 timeslices, with S = 20 (out of M = 100) act.ive features per 
timcslic.e. The recall threshold, 0), is set to 8- 1 = 19 for all these simulations. Because the degree of 
overlap between the L2 codes increases as additional episodes are presented, maxirnal capacity is achieved 
by setting e as high as possible 6 
Table 1 was generated in the following way. F'or each I<, the rna.xirnal number, E, of episodes which 
could be stored to criterion accuracy was det.ermined. 7 Jlecall accuracy, R(c), for a. given episode e, is 
defined as: 
R(c) = C(e)- D(e) 
C(e) +!(e) 
where C(e) is the number of L2 cells that should become active during recall of c, D(e) is the number 
of L2 cells which should have become active but did not (i.e. "deletions"), and /(e) is the number of L2 
cells which should not. have become active but did (i.e. "intrusions"). Recall accuracy for a whole set of 
episodes, Rset, is just the average of the R, values. All episodes were presented only once. 
Table 1 supports the claim, made in the introduction, that the number of episodes that can be stored 
t.o criterion recall accuracy increases faster-than-linearly, at least over the range of network sizes analyzed, 
in network size. This can also be seen in t.he solid curves of fig. 5, which are derived from table 1. In 
particular, fig. 5a depicts E as a function of L. Fig. 5b graphically displays the underlying reason for 
6Clearly, 8 must be set less than S or else no recall is possible. 
7 Each line (i.e. data point) of all tables represents the averag-e of three simulations with the corresponding- parameter set. 
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Table 1: Result.s of simulations using uncorrelated patterns. See te:d for discussion. All Simulations had 
8 = 19 1 S' = 20 and T = 10. Abbrevs.: fr =· ave. number of instances of each feature 1 across entire set 
of episodes; I< = CM size; L = total nU?nber of L2 cells; V = a11e. number of times each L2 cell is used; 
vm·(V) =variance ofV; H'inc = total1w1nber of increased weights; Rsct =recall accuracy over the whole 
set of episodes; and H = percent of horizontal weights increased. 
TI~MECOR)s exceptional scaling properties~spec.iHcally, the number of times an L2 cell can be used, V, 
increases (apparently very linemly) with the size of the CMs, 1\. 
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Figure 5: a) The nmnber of episodes1 E 1 that. can be stored to criterion accuracy vs. the number of L2 
cells1 L. b) The average number of times an L2 cell is ·used1 V 1 while still maintaining criterion accur·acy 
is linear· in CM size, ](. Solid cuTves correspond to the vncorr·clated patt.ern case (table 1) and the dott.cd 
lines to the coTrdated (CSS) case {table 2}. 
The dotted curves of fig. 5, derived from table 2, show that a slightly slower, although still faster-
than-linear, relationship also holds for the case of correlated patterns. The episodes--i.e. complex state 
sequences··-··used in the simulations of table 2 were constructed as follows. First, a set (alphabet) of U ::::: 100 
unique states, each consisting of 20 active features, was built. The timeslices comprising the episodes were 
then randomly c.hosen (with replacement) from \his alphabet of 100 states. 
4 Conclusion 
The simulation results, for both uncorrelated and correlated patterns, show that Tl~MECOR scales well 
with problem size. Specifically1 in both cases 1 the number of spa..tio-tcmporal patterns (episodes) that can 
be stored to criterion acc.urac.y increases faster-than-linearly in the number of cells in the network. This 
finding is especially encouraging in the case of correlated patterns~i.e. complex state sequences (CSSs)~ 
since 1 as stated in the introduction, linguistic information~~i.e. phonemic transcriptions of utterances 1 for 
~- E/L F--,y 
111.7 0.14 .. 223.3 8 
. . ·-~-
L V F!.,o< H Q 
-8Bo 27:9T -9i3Y'--:K8 !T:2-
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l1309.:l 0.468 2618.7 28 
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3200 I 07.48 97.0 44.6 177.3 
3600 119.54 96.9 44.2 212.7 
4000 133.57 97.0 44.5 268.6 
'T'able 2: Capacity results for the correlated patterns {CSS) case. Q is the average instances of each state, 
across entire set of episodes. 
exarnple-can be represented as sets of CSSs over a finite alphabet. Notice that in the last simulation 
(K = 40) of table 2, the average number of instances of each state is 268.6. More importantly, the trend 
in Q is at least linear in I(. 
Furthermore) Tl~MECOR requires only a single presentation of each episode. It. is also the case that 
since synaptic weights do not decay 1 the rnemory traees of the episodes remain stable up to the point. at. 
which weight saturation effects lead to intrusion errors. Thus, even if a particular word is not accessed for 
an arbitrarily long period during whieh all the other words are accessed frequently, that word's trace will 
still read out perfectly when it finally is re-accessed. In eontrast, models based on back-propagation have 
been shown to be subject to massive ('<catastrophic") forgetting (McCloskey and Cohen, 1989) in which 
newly encountered patterns obliterate old memory traces. 
Space does not permit a more detailed discussion ofTEMECOirs properties and eapabilities. However, 
numerous other parametric studies which have been made reveal that it is quite robust. Of particular note 
are: a) TEMECOR functions qualitatively similarly under less-than-full horizontal eonnectivity, and b) it 
allows for variation in both the number of timeslices per episode (T) and the number of active features 
per t.irneslice (S'). These issues and many others will be presented in the future. 
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